Larine Moore  
U.S. Department of Energy (FE-34)  
Office of Natural Gas Regulatory Activities, Office of Fossil Energy  
Forrestal Building, Room 3E-042  
1000 Independence Avenue SW.  
Washington, DC 20585

Dear Ms. Moore:

I am writing in support of Cameron LNG (Sempra Energy)'s application seeking authority to export liquefied natural gas from its facility located in Cameron Parish, Louisiana.

As you know, throughout my career, I have fought for Louisiana's energy industry because I believe that we can provide resources safely and efficiently. Sempra is a great example of that belief. Cameron LNG represents an investment by Sempra in an environmentally sound facility that also plays a key role in the world energy markets. I believe the expansion of Cameron LNG to include a liquefaction facility will produce similar results.

Sempra has made a point of being sensitive and caring of our fragile coastal ecosystem in Louisiana. Past and future efforts by the Cameron LNG facility will include creative public-private partnerships that will result in restored much-needed wetlands in Southwest Louisiana.

Sempra has been an outstanding investor and employer in our state for nearly a decade. Their operations in Louisiana represent the very essence of what I believe is critical for our nation’s energy security: progressive energy solutions produced safely and efficiently.

Please accept this letter as my office’s strong encouragement for the prompt consideration of the Cameron LNG application.

With kind regards, I am,

Sincerely,

Mary Landrieu  
United States Senator